Continuous genetic evaluation of dairy cattle with test-day models is desired in Finland. However, the computing time for the genetic evaluation is 4 d and exceeds the minimum of a weekend. Three parallel implementations of the preconditioned conjugate gradient iterative solver were programmed and compared to identify the best strategy for solving mixed model equations using parallel computing. The programs were used to solve two random regression test-day models with approximately 7.28 and 49.9 million unknowns. The latter model will be used in the Finnish dairy cattle evaluation. Computing times for the smaller model with the four processors available were 52, 32, and 27% of the single processor program when the complexity of the parallel program was increased. In practice, the best program required the most programming because the other parallel programs could not solve the larger model because of excess memory requirements. Parallel computing with four processors reduced the time to obtain solutions of Finnish dairy cattle evaluations to under 2 d. Benefit from parallel computing will be increased if amount of computing memory is increased. (Key words: dairy cattle, iterative methods, parallel computing, test-day model) Abbreviation key: I/O = input/output, MME = mixed model equations, MPI = message passing interface, PCG = preconditioned conjugate gradient, RAM = random access memory.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical modeling and computational problems make estimating breeding value by random regression test-day model for national dairy cattle a challenge. Once the model, the solving method, and the computer have been chosen, the computing time for the Finnish dairy cattle evaluation of all breeds using random regression test-day model would be about 4 d. In Finland, a continuous evaluation system is desired because it is expected to gain the most from the test-day model (Misztal and Lawlor, 1999) . The maximum allowed computing time has been set to a weekend or 2.5 d. This time limit is also because computer is needed for other purposes during the week.
Challenging computational problems are often solved with supercomputers. Their superior performance comes from parallel computing, i.e., using many processors cooperatively to solve a problem (e.g., Foster, 1995) . In practice, the use of supercomputers has been limited by their cost. A recent trend in scientific computing is the use of inexpensive parallel computers. A parallel computer can be a cluster of personal computers such as built for the Beowulf project (Becker et al., 1995) or an inexpensive workstation with several processors. Finnish dairy cattle evaluation is calculated with a computer in the latter category; it has four processors. Efficient use of these low cost supercomputers requires an investment into research of parallel algorithms.
Ideally, parallel computing decreases computing time by a factor equal to the number of processors engaged. Hence, in theory, the computations for Finnish dairy cattle evaluations could be made in about 24 h when the four available processors are used. This decrease in computing time is possible only if the problem can be divided into equal and independent subproblems. Unfortunately, the relationship matrix and many fixed effects introduce many dependencies between groups of equations. Another practical difficulty is that existing parallel solvers such as PARASOL (Duff, 1998 ) cannot be used to solve large mixed model equations (MME) because the coefficient matrix does not fit in the random access memory (RAM). For example, a random regression model with 7.28 million equations will require about 3 GB of RAM . This model is about the largest problem that can be solved with PARASOL in the available computer. Iteration on data is commonly used when solving large MME (Misztal and Gianola, 1987; Schaeffer and Kennedy, 1986; Strandén and Lidauer, 1999) .
The first experiences by parallel computing applied to solving MME in dairy cattle breeding have been given by Leroy and Farnir (1990) . The single processor computing time of the Gauss-Seidel solving algorithm was reduced by 66% when four processors were used. Their implementation was, however, for a specific statistical model applied to a specific data set. Recently, experiences with parallel computing applied to dairy cattle breeding have been given by two projects called CEBUS (Madsen and Larsen, 1999) and HPBREEDING (Strandén, 1999) . Both projects programmed a parallel solver in which the user can define the statistical model to be suitable for analysis of the data available. The studies identified two areas that need extra attention in parallel computing: communication and memory. The studies adopted a similar technique to keep the amount of communication and memory small when the number of processors is increased. Equations were ordered such that almost independent subproblems were created with only a small subset of equations accessed by all processors. Communication between processors was limited to the information on these equations, e.g., right-hand sides. Decomposition of the problem to almost independent subproblems allows RAM requirements to be reduced because only values of the subset of equations need to be stored in each processor.
The major differences between the CEBUS and HPBREEDING projects were the architecture of the computer and iterative method applied. The CEBUS project used a distributed memory computer and the HPBREEDING project used a shared memory computer. The CEBUS project was concerned with parallization of a combination of Gauss-Seidel and second order Jacobi iteration, while the HPBREEDING project produced a parallel version of the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method. Both projects reported a decrease in computing time as the number of processors increased. However, the results can be criticized. In the CEBUS project, none of the reported examples could be solved with fewer than four processors because of memory limitations. Consequently, the relative benefits of the parallel program in comparison with the single processor case could not be assessed. However, the case illustrated that it is possible to solve large problems by parallel computing because the total RAM needed can be distributed to the processors such that none of the processors need to allocate more RAM than the processor has available. The HPBREEDING project, on the other hand, never applied the parallel solver to the national dairy cattle evaluation problem.
This study is based on experiences in the HPBREED-ING project. The objective of this study was to identify strategies that lead to the successful use of parallel computing when solving large MME in dairy cattle. Performances of three parallel PCG solvers were compared with the single processor implementation. The parallel versions differed in the amount of communication and RAM requirements. The different parallel solvers were tested on a random regression test-day model for milk yield on the four-processor workstation. The best parallel solver was used to study scalability, i.e., how much computing time is reduced as number of engaged processors is increased, on a supercomputer. The current test-day model for three production traits in Finland was solved using the workstation with one and four processors. We discuss why the reduction in computing time was less than ideal.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Parallel Computing Basics
Computational work in a multiprocessor computer can be distributed over many processors. Ideally, computing time is reduced by factor equal to the number of processors used. In practice, all parallel algorithms have to deal with at least two factors that prohibit full parallelization. First, Amdahl's law (Amdahl, 1967) states that not all parts of the code can be made in parallel, i.e., part of the algorithm is serial. Second, some penalty occurs with parallel computing. These factors can be summarized for computing time with N p processors:
where T serial = time of the serial part of code, T parallel = time of the parallel part of code, C(N p ) = time for communication and other work due to parallelization. An exact formula for term C(N p ) is difficult to assess but approximations can be found (Foster, 1995; Ibbett and Topham, 1989) . According to formula [1] making a serial processor program faster, i.e., having T serial + T parallel smaller, always benefits the parallel version as long as the serial time proportion T serial / (T serial + T parallel ) is not increased too much. A side effect of a quicker serial program is that the relative advantage of the parallel program may become less because term C(N p ) is seldom diminished by this optimization. The relative performance of a parallel program is often measured by relative speedup (Foster, 1995) , which is calculated as
Consequently, parallelization of a poorly optimized program may speed up better than the optimized version, but overall performance is poor.
Another consequence of formula [1] is that the speedup in different parallel computers is likely to be different because work due to multiple processors may have a different cost. Communication between processors is not necessarily the only reason. The speed of disk input/output (I/O) is critical in programs that use the iteration on data concept. If disk I/O dominates relative to other work, then parallel performance depends highly on how this work has been implemented in hardware. For example, if all processors access the disk through the same route, only one processor can read and the others have to wait. Clearly changing the disk to a faster one or omitting reading by having all the data in RAM will improve performance.
Formula [1] assumes that the work has been divided equally to the processors or that the cost for unequal work has been included in term C(N p ). If work is divided unequally, some processors will be idle waiting for others to complete their work when communication is needed (Ibbett and Topham, 1989) . Finding a partitioning that will distribute work to the processors equally can be computationally demanding if prior knowledge of the problem is not used.
Parallel computing can be used on different levels (Ibbett and Topham, 1989; Foster, 1995) . One measure of processor interaction is the amount of computations to the number of communication events or granularity of the process. In fine-grained parallelization this ratio is small. In practice, parallelization is then applied to low-level operations such as computation of the inner product of two vectors. A large ratio corresponds to coarse-grained parallelization where computationally demanding calculations are done in parallel. For example, each replicate of a simulation program can be performed by different processors. A minimum level of granularity is determined by the computer architecture and communication network (Ibbett and Topham, 1989) . Most of the computationally demanding parallel implementations rely on coarse-grained parallelization, i.e., the number of communication events is much smaller than number of computations.
Parallelization
Multiprocessor architecture is operated through a programming environment. We decided to use a message-passing interface (MPI), which is a standard interface, so it is likely to run on several computers without changes (Gropp et al., 1996) and it is public domain software available at http://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/ . The message-passing concept is based on the idea that processors may access local variables only, with all communication via explicit interprocessor messages (Ibbett and Topham, 1989) . In practice, the MPI stan- Figure 1. Pseudo code for solving problem Ca = r using the parallel version of preconditioned conjugate gradient method where C is the coefficient matrix of mixed model equations, r is the vector of righthand side, and a is vector of solutions. Matrix M is the preconditioner. Vectors q and s are temporary work vectors, vector r 0 is Ca (k) -r at current solution a (k) and vector d is the search direction in the iterative method. All processors perform this code. The master processor does some additional work as indicated by the message passing interface operations.
dard does not allow processors to access the same memory area, although the architecture that we used would allow it. Because each processor has a private copy of all variables, the overall memory requirements are increased. Often variables need to have the same value in all processors but change during the course of computations. Values of these common or shared variables must be updated by communication. A practical benefit of the MPI standard is that the same program can be used in distributed and shared memory computers without changes.
The parallel program code was developed from the fastest single processor program for solving large MME by PCG iteration that was available Strandén and Lidauer, 1999) . Several strategies for parallelization of the PCG algorithm have been presented (Barrett et al., 1994) . Figure 1 illustrates our implementation. Each processor had its own part of the data and preconditioner files to which the calculations were performed. One of the processors combined information from the other processors and delivered it back to them.
Amount of work per processor. Preliminary analysis of the PCG algorithm indicated that most work is done in multiplication of a vector by the coefficient matrix of the MME. Computations of this product can be made separately for the least squares and variance covariance structure part in the MME . Most of the work is due to the least squares part. Consequently, the data were partitioned to processors by making the computations of the least squares part in the MME as even as possible. A natural criterion in partitioning the data was number of records. Pedigree and the preconditioner information were partitioned according to the partitioning of the least squares part.
Amount of communicated data. Communication is needed to keep the values of the common variables equal in all processors. The amount of communicated data can be reduced if the same information can be delivered by a smaller number of bytes. One approach is to compress the data without loss of information. For example, only nonzero data is communicated. Often lower communication volume can be achieved by making the computing tasks of processors as independent as possible. Thus, unnecessary communication is avoided by using prior knowledge of the problem. We were influenced by ideas present in the domain decomposition methods (Barrett et al., 1994) where subdomains that can be solved independently are identified. Partitioning of the MME does not yield independent subproblems because unknowns that are accessed by several subproblems will always remain. However, the number of these unknowns may be small. This depends on the statistical model and population structure.
In the following, the common equations in the MME needed by many processors are called the shared block. The number of equations in the shared block depends on how equations have been assigned to the processors. Minimizing the size of the shared block or maximizing number of local equations is computationally hard. Instead, we used prior knowledge of the statistical model. Each unknown is connected by the coefficient matrix of the MME to other unknowns by three types of effects: environmental, nongenetic animal, and genetic animal. Our statistical model is a random regression test-day model. Hence, the number of environmental effects is much smaller than number of either of the animal effects. Nongenetic effects like animal environment are nested within animal. So, the most important effect is that of animal genetic effect, where connections between unknowns are due to the relationship matrix. One way to have locality of genetic and nongenetic animal effects is to group them by herd of animal, because offspring of a cow tend to stay in the same herd as her dam. In addition, the number of sires is quite small because the breeding scheme relies on selecting a small number of bulls as sires. Environmental effects like herd-test-month are within herd as well. Environmental effects not nested within herd are assigned to the shared block. In summary, the shared block included unknowns attributed to sires, bull dams, and some fixed effects.
Grouping equations by herd tend to produce many more herd blocks than available processors. The number of herd blocks assigned to the same processor depended on the number of records as explained earlier.
The herd blocks are not independent because of the shared block information. In addition, some cows have information in several herds. Communication of values associated with these cows was performed similarly as for the shared block.
Amount of used random access memory per processor. The approach described above identified local and shared unknowns. In practice, values of local and shared information are only needed and can be stored in packed vectors (Duff et al., 1986) . A general form of a packed vector includes values of nonzero elements and their position. However, this storage method may use memory somewhat inefficiently and may slow performance of the program. A more efficient storage method exploits the structure of the MME in a manner similar to the domain decomposition method. The MME was ordered such that in each processor the local and shared equations were in two continuous vector blocks . A small number of equations belonging to cows changing herd was present in the local block equations of some other processors. These were stored in a general packed vector.
Four large vectors dominate the RAM usage of the PCG algorithm. In Figure 1 , these are denoted a, d, r, and s. The a vector has the latest solutions, the d vector is the search direction for the next solutions in the PCG algorithm, the r vector is the difference in right-hand and left-hand sides in the MME, and vector s is a temporary work vector. In Figure 1 , there is an additional large temporary work vector denoted q. To save RAM, vector s was reused in place of vector q. The packed vector storage of the large vectors had three parts: private block consisted of values associated with the local block; common block had values of the shared block; linked list was a general packed vector (Duff et al., 1986) , with values referenced by at least two processors but that were not in the common block. In our application, the common block contained phantom parent groups, sires, dams of sires, and across-herd fixed ef-fects. The linked list included vector values of those cows that changed herd when the herds had been allocated to different processors. The private block had rest of the effects.
Preprocessing the data for parallel computing may result in more computations than for a serial program. Fortunately, the opposite happened. The preprocessor program decides the order of the equations according to the chosen grouping strategy. An earlier version of the preprocessor program did not group equations as described above, but the equations were ordered by effect in the statistical model, i.e., equations due to the same effect like animal were in the same group. The new grouping strategy reduced the computing time in the preprocessor program. This was because the grouping was a more local process in which renumbering of data was done within a herd .
Application
Breeding values were estimated for the Finnish dairy cattle population using two random regression test-day models. The statistical models are described in other publications in detail and only information relevant for this study is presented here. The smaller model had 6,732,765 first-lactation test-day records on milk yield from 674,397 cows calving in 24,321 herds. The data and model has been described in . The larger model was the multiple trait random regression test-day model for milk, fat, and protein yields of all lactations. The model is presented in Lidauer et al. (2000) and is used in breeding value evaluation of Finnish dairy cattle. The number of test-day records was 23,969,274 for milk, 11,151,681 for fat, and 11,308,266 for protein yield taken from 1,013,222 cows calving in 26,482 herds. The numbers of animals were 1,099,622 and 1,452,252 in the small and large data sets, respectively. There were about 7.28 and 49.9 million unknowns in the MME of the small and large models, respectively.
Three parallel implementations were compared. The implementations differed in communication strategy and storage method of the large vectors. In the simple implementation, the large vectors were stored fully in all processors and communication between the processors involved all values of a vector. Consequently, all processors had complete and same information of the large vectors after performing a communication step. The plain low communication program called LC had the same full vector storage as did the simple implementation. However, in the LC program, the decomposition technique was used so that each processor had correct information on the locally and globally accessed vector locations. The fully distributed program denoted LCLM had the same communication strategy as the LC program. However, the LCLM program used the three part packed vector storage when storing large vectors. The expectation was that the use of packed vectors in computations would slow performance because of the additional work involved. However, less RAM is used, allowing large problems to be solved.
Two computers were used: Cycle Ultra AXmp workstation is a Sun clone at Agricultural Computing Centre, Finland, with four processors and 2 GB of RAM, and SGI Origin 2000 supercomputer at the Centre for Scientific Computing, Finland, with 24 processors and 30 GB of RAM. The computers will be referred as to Cycle and SGI. Both computers have a shared memory architecture. The genetic evaluations of Finnish dairy cattle for milk production traits using the random regression model were calculated on the Cycle. The solver programs were applied to the two models using the four processors available on the Cycle. The SGI was used to study scalability of LCLM in solving the smaller problem: 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16 processors were used. Data were read from the disk in all program runs. However, automatic use of virtual disk in Cycle caused the data to be read from RAM for the 7.28 million model. For comparison purposes, the data were read from memory on the SGI.
Measures of Parallelization
The performance of the parallel programs with the increased number of processors was measured by execution time and speedup S N p . Maximum or ideal speedup is S N p = N p , which occurs when time of the serial part of the code T serial and time for communication as well as other work due to parallellization C(N p ) are zero. The single-processor program used in the comparisons should be the fastest to perform the task with one processor (Duff, 1998) . In our case, it was the same PCG solver as used in , and it did not require a parallel environment. The parallel solver LCLM was tested as a single processor program as well. Because it is a parallel solver, its compilation and execution was done as normal parallel computing required but with one processor.
Because the single processor and parallel versions were implementations of the same algorithm, comparisons were based on execution time for 50 iterations. All performance measures of execution time in the Cycle were based on the wall clock time because we are interested in real time benefits of the parallel code. On the SGI we had to rely on sum of system and user times because other users made wall clock time an unreliable measure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Small Model
The parallel programs using four processors were faster than either of the single processor runs when the smaller model was iterated on the Cycle computer (Table 1) . Even the simple implementation was able to cut the computing time almost in half. This illustrates that even a modest programming effort may enable advantages of multiple processors. The two other parallel programs required much more time to program. The success of the simple program was somewhat unexpected because the amount of communicated data between processors was more than 500 MB each round of iteration. This can be contrasted with the total of 378 MB, at most 95.5 MB by a processor, read from the disk each round of iteration.
An unexpected memory requirement was that the communicated data reserved a buffer from the RAM, which was added to the amount of RAM needed by the program (Table 1) . Consequently, the simple implementation used a total of about 1.4 GB of memory in contrast to the 972 MB used before any communication between processors had taken place. The total memory requirements were more than six times those used by the single processor program. The simple implementation required lots of RAM because all vectors were stored in full size in all of the processors. In addition, extra RAM was reserved for communication between the processors. RAM requirements for LC were lower due to low communication but LC still used more than four times the RAM of the single processor program. The low communication and packed vector program LCLM required only 48 MB more memory than the single processor program. It is likely that all communication in Cycle was through RAM when the smaller model was iterated. In that case, time for communication would be close to copying a vector in memory. When the amount of communicated data is small, time for communication would be negligible. Hence, any reduction in speedup would be due to synchronization penalty, i.e., workload is unequal. However, in our case, it seems that the work load was fairly even because the execution time of the four processor program was less than 27% of the single processor program when 25% is the best that can be achieved ( Table 1) .
The parallel programs with low communication were considerably faster than the simple implementation (Table 1) . Communication in the LC and LCLM programs was less than 2% of that in the simple implementation. Computing time was reduced by 40%. When the number of processors is increased, the amount of communication is increased as well. If the simple implementation is used to solve the problem with 16 processors, the communicated data will be about 3.4 GB for each round of iteration. If the program could be executed, slow performance would be likely because communication is no longer through RAM.
It would have been possible to reduce the amount of communication by data compression. One way to compress data is to leave out all zeros. This would have reduced communication about 23% because 77% of the communicated data was nonzeros (Table 1 ). In contrast, communication was reduced by about 98% when the memory decomposition was used. This illustrates that it is very important to think programming with the parallel architecture in mind from the beginning. Straightforward translation of a single processor program seldom yields satisfying results.
The fastest program relied on the three-part packed vector storage (Table 1) . The extra work caused by using the packed vectors seemed to be counter balanced by data locality, which allowed efficient use of cache memory. Another reason might be that the compiler may have had an easier job optimizing the code. Our earlier performance analysis of the program on Cray T3E revealed that most of the computations are due to integer operations, i.e., calculating addresses in vectors. This has been observed by others as well (Ignacy Misztal, 1999, personal communication) . Thus, vector access strategy and storage implementation are important issues in PCG algorithms. The effectiveness of the implemented packed vector storage can be observed in the single processor runs where LCLM and the original PCG solver are about as fast ( Table 1 ). Note that the linked list part of the packed vectors is not needed in this case. However, all vectors were split to the local . There were 7.28 million unknowns in the mixed model equations except for one case (×) having 49.9 million unknowns. Data were read repeatedly from the disk each iteration (, +, ×) or they were read once to the random access memory (᭹).
and shared block equations, although this was unnecessary in a single processor environment.
Scalability
Increasing the number of processors decreased computing time in the SGI (Figure 2 ). Up to eight processors, the programs reading the data from disk or RAM had about equal relative computing times. Increasing the number of processors above eight seemed to only marginally reduce computing time when the data were read from disk. This, however, is partly a scaling effect. Execution time with 16 processors was 60 and 84% of the time needed by the eight-processor program when the data were read from memory or from disk, respectively. Still, it seems that disk I/O affects performance as the number of processors is increased beyond eight processors, because the curves with and without disk I/O are different. This may be an indication of fewer routes to the disk than there are processors or due to the memory architecture of the computer.
Results from parallel computing were not as promising on the SGI as on the Cycle. Relative execution times with four processors were 27 and 35% of the serial program on the Cycle and SGI, respectively. Differences are likely due to the compiler and the computing architecture. For example, arrangement of RAM in the computer is different. In the Cycle, the RAM is considered as one continuous block equally accessible by all processors. In the SGI, the processors are organized in pairs of processing nodes. Each processing node has 2.5 GB of RAM. Although this architecture resembles a distrib- uted memory computer, the RAM is treated as in a shared memory computer. Despite this difference in the RAM architecture, the most likely reason for difference in speedup is speed of communication. Earlier, we noted that slower than ideal speedup was due to unequal work load and serial work that cannot be made parallel when the Cycle computer was used to iterate this problem. Because the same data and program were used here as well, the only cause left for relatively poorer parallel performance is communication speed. Iteration of the serial program was almost three times faster on SGI than on Cycle. Hence, communication speed should have been much faster as well. However, RAM in SGI is not a single continuous block as in Cycle and communication between processors requires a communication network. This communication network is unlikely to be faster than accessing areas of RAM in the Cycle.
The amount of communicated data increased close to linearly as the number of processors was increased ( Table 2 ). The nonlinearity comes from nonlinear increase in the size of the linked list part of the packed vector. There was a 24-fold increase in communication from about 3 MB between two processors to about 72 MB with 16 processors. However, these figures of communication are small compared with theoretically derived 194 MB and 2.55 GB per iteration for two and 16 processors, respectively, if the simple implementation had been used. The most likely reason for lowered relative performance when the number of processors was increased is the increased amount of communication.
Another factor is increased size of the linked list part of the packed vector, which slowed use of this part of equations. Still, the implementation may have to be rethought for environments having many processors because the percentage of nonzero information diminished with the number of processors engaged (Table  2) . Different strategies should be considered when the computations are made in computers with eight or more processors. For example, communication of the linked list could be implemented between processors and not through one processor as was done here. In such a com- munication scheme it would be simple to communicate the nonzero values only. Total RAM usage increased as the number of processors was increased on the SGI (Table 2) . RAM requirements more than doubled when 16 processors were used in comparison with the single processor case. On the other hand, the maximum amount of RAM per processor decreased steadily and was only 15% of the single processor program when 16 processors were used. Thus, it is possible to solve very large problems in distributed memory computers because total memory is distributed over all used processors (Duff, 1998, Madsen and Larsen, 1999) . In addition, the more processors that are employed in a distributed memory architecture, the better, because cache memory can be used more efficiently (Duff, 1998) .
Large Model
The total amount of RAM required did not have a vital role in solving the smaller model. However, memory requirements were important when the problem size was increased. We were unable to use the simple and the LC solvers on the larger problem because the operating system refused to start these programs due to lack of memory.
In a shared memory computer, the use of more processors is limited by the total memory. The Cycle computer used virtual disk automatically when the data were read from disk. Hence, all data were read to memory once, and thereafter accesses to the file were from RAM. However, when the data grew too large for RAM, the disk I/O swapping started to slow the program. This is likely to have slowed the speed of communication as well because it seemed that communication was handled through RAM (Table 3) . Speedup was only 2.12 in contrast to 3.7 for the smaller problem. The one and four processor programs took 1.55 and 1.69 GB of the 2 GB of RAM available. The fact that all four processors accessed the disk at the same time was one cause of diminished speedup as well. grams had been based on the sum of system and real time as was for SGI, then the speedups would have been 3.98 and 3.70 for the smaller and larger problems, respectively, showing much better agreement with the smaller data example.
Total Computing Time
Parallelization involved the solver program only. Total computing time depends on preprocessing time as well. Preprocessing took 35 min and 2.5 h for the smaller and larger data sets, respectively, and there was no difference in time of the serial and parallel data preparation. The number of iterations for achieving reasonable accuracy for the smaller data was 149 iterations . Hence, the total computing time (including preprocessing) was about 3.2 and 1.3 h when the single processor and the best four-processor programs were used, respectively, giving speedup of 2.5 instead of 3.7, where only the solver program is considered. In the case of the larger model, preprocessing time was not that important. Solving the larger model required 376 iterations. Hence, total computing time was 92.1 and 44.7 h when the single processor and four processor programs were used, respectively, and the overall speedup was 2.06 instead of 2.12. Preprocessing of the larger model was simpler in relative terms, because preprocessing for information of an animal can take advantage of both the multiple trait and repeatability nature of the model when information for different traits of a cow are preprocessed.
Further Remarks on Parallelization
Parallel computing cannot be viewed as a separate issue from the general algorithm development. The goal is to make the computations as fast as possible at least within the preset time limits. The first step in any algorithm project is to develop a fast single processor program. The serial program used in our study has been shown to be efficient . Although the PCG method, as we have applied it, performed better than other iterative methods we tested , it could be developed to take better advantage of particular models. For example, the use of preconditioners other than the block Jacobi may enhance convergence. However, from a parallel computing point of view, they could increase the amount of communication between processors and, thus, lower the benefits from parallel computing than that reported here. However, the opposite may be true if a simpler preconditioner is found to work better than that currently used. This is possible because a simpler preconditioner may require less memory and, in our case, the computer may perform less swapping.
Total RAM usage was identified as an important factor affecting parallel computing. Decrease in RAM requirements makes the single processor program faster as well if swapping occurs. It is possible to decrease RAM requirements by using single precision vectors instead of double precision. However, research is needed to identify which vectors in the PCG algorithm can be in single precision.
Changing an algorithm to use parallel computing efficiently is a challenge. The programming and testing can take months. Financially one may wonder if an investment in a faster computer would be more cost effective. A random regression test-day model in a continuous evaluation environment illustrates that parallel computing can be advantageous. First, with the computer available, the problem could not have been solved in time, if parallel computing had not been considered. On the other hand, the computer could have been many times faster and more expensive than the amount of money spent on algorithm development. Second, upgrades of the computer will be cheaper because, in the future, computers with slower and simpler processors can be used with parallel computing more effectively than faster and more expensive single processor computers. In other words, the cost of replicating a piece of logic, as opposed to making it faster, is much lower (Ibbett and Topham, 1989) . Third, computing performance has increased exponentially, and this trend can be expected to continue. However, it is likely that this exponential increase will be sustained by moving from serial to parallel architectures (Foster, 1995) . To gain from the increased computing performance in the future, it is best to start to use parallel computing now. Fourth, knowledge gained during this project is valuable when planning and operating future parallel projects.
The parallel solver implemented is a general solver program that allows the user to choose the statistical model. The user must assign effects to the shared and local blocks. Because there is no requirement to follow certain data or model, the parallel solver can be used in breeding value estimation for other traits and animal species than applied in this study. More importantly, changes in the statistical model or computing architecture are unlikely to require additional programming effort and allow choosing computing architecture in the future without limitations by this software.
An important area that consumes lots of computing time is that of variance component estimation. We have not failed to recognize that the domain decomposition concept can be used when implementing a parallel program for estimating variance components employing Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods. These methods yield similar problems in parallelization as Gauss-Seidel iteration. Parallelization of Gauss-Seidel iteration is difficult because of dependencies in computations within iteration. Suitable ordering of equations to almost independent subproblems as was done in this paper is likely to give some relief to this problem, at least in computing environments with a small number of processors.
CONCLUSIONS
Parallel implementation of the PCG method yielded a satisfying reduction in computing time. This was especially so for the workstation with four processors, because it was possible to solve Finnish dairy cattle evaluations using test-day model within time limits. Parallel performance with the four-processor workstation can be increased by increasing the RAM in the computer or decreasing RAM requirements of the algorithm because swapping of the computer system slowed computations.
Different computers showed different responses. There are computer-specific tricks that can increase performance on different platforms. In general, when a shared memory computer is used, the amount of RAM often becomes a limiting factor because there are more processors using the same RAM. In a distributed memory computer, the amount of available RAM can be increased by increasing the number of processors. However, performance of the parallel program with increasing the number of processors is crucial. In general, execution of a parallel program in a distributed or a shared memory computer is most likely to outperform its single processor version if RAM requirements within processors and communication between processors is made as small as possible. Decreases in RAM and communication requirements without excessive increases in computations due to parallelization can be achieved by using prior knowledge of the computing task.
